LGBTQ+
Sparkle Boy
by Aram Kim

Discussion Questions:
How does Casey's family respond to him wearing sparkles?
What do you think caused Jessie to change her ideas? Why
does she defend Casey at the library? What would you say if
you overheard someone being teased at the library (or at
school)?
Design your own skirt. What would it look like and how would it
represent you?
Talk about what clothes you see people wearing? Are there some
clothes that certain people shouldn't wear? Why?

Pride: The Story of Harvey Milk and the Rainbow Flag
By Rob Sanders
Discussion:
What does the rainbow mean to you? What do you think of when
you look at a rainbow?
Check out this site that talks about what the different colors mean
https://www.nickelodeonparents.com/explaining-the-pride-rainbowflag-to-your-child/

What would a world flag that represented all the people in the
world look like? Draw it and talk about what each part means with
your family

This Day in June

by Gayle Pittman
Discussion Questions:
What do you think is going on in this book?

Is it a happy day?
Learn about why Pride month is June and why there
is a parade here: https://youtu.be/UDJIbkSW08U
Would you like it if you were told you couldn't be
who you are or love who you wanted to?
How is the reader of this book expressing
themselves?

Promised Land

BY ADAM REYNOLDS AND CHAZ HARRIS

Discussion:
How is this this different from other fairytales
you've read and that we tell?
How is it the same?
Who are the heroes of this story? Who is the villain?
Can you take a fairytale you know and retell it with
different characters? Remember a girl can be a boy, a
boy can love a girl or a boy, or a princess can be on her
own and there are all kinds of different ways people can
fall in love!

